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Our approach during the elaboration of Palmatin houses combines wood, natural and 
renewable raw material, and an eco–friendly living environment.

We offer efficient housing solutions for families who value ecological lifestyles and 
energy savings without giving up on daily comfort, whether in rural or urban areas.

Palmatin proposes a wide range of diversified house, sauna, camping cabins and motel 
models, including traditional styles as well as more contemporary and modern design, 
all easily adaptable to our clients’ desires and ideas.

The projects presented in our catalogues constitute the synthesis of our long 
experience and the accomplishment of our customer wishes. You will find original 
architectures, ambitious structures and functional and ergonomic layout solutions for 
optimal comfort. 
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We design, construct and deliver 
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Since 1995, Palmatin constructed 
4044 wooden houses in 28 different 
countries, mainly in Europe but also in 
Asia, North and South America..
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About us

 Palmatin is a producer of round and square 
log houses, assembly-ready and pre-cut wooden 
houses and prefabricated houses who respects 
nature and promotes a healthy environment. 

It is in Estonia, and more precisely in an 
economically emerging region near the capital 
Tallinn, that we elaborate the buildings, from design 
to construction. Our production units and our 12 
000m² of storage are established on a 5 hectares 
property. To guarantee the best price-quality ratio, 
we use efficient and modern automatic production 
lines (Computer Numerical Control), and high-
quality Nordic wood for our constructions.

Over time, we have organised every manufacturing 
process while keeping in mind the durability of 

our products and the environmental impact. It 
includes the use of certified materials (FSC) and 
the implementation of a “waste-free” production in 
order to offer to the future generations a worthy 
and healthy environment.

To guarantee the constant quality of our production 
and professional customer oriented services, 
we have implemented an efficient management 
system recognised under the ISO9001 certification.

In average, 90% of our customers are from Europe 
but we also export in the rest of the world, for 
example in Japan, in USA, in Korea or even in 
Panama. Thus, since the company creation in 1995, 
we have constructed 4044 houses worldwide. 

1995 - 1996 
Palmatin creation and start of round log house production

1998 - 2000
Construction of warehouses for wooden materials and finished 
products2001

Start of square log house production

2003
Expansion of production area and establishment of  
infrastructure

2005
Introduction of a new CNC automatic production line 

2006
Start of Glulam log, timber, beam;
Pre-cut house production

2008 - 2009 
Introduction of a new environmentally friendly system for a 

waste-free production
2011
Implementation of FSC and ISO 9001: 2008 standards;  
Construction of a new factory;  
Prefabricated house production line RANDEK

2012
Automated glued-lam production line,  

overhead crane for prefabricated factory 2013
Extension for prefabricated house factory building

2014
Automated stacker for finger-jointed material production;  

Evocon production efficiency system implementation
2016
Wood material factory painting system: Navision system imple-
mentation2017

New Winmann production line for prefabricated house factory CE, 
certificates for materials production 2018

New 700 square meter warehouse for materials
2019

ETA and CE certification;  
2 new plaining machines 2020

New planing machine with automated feeder packaging;  
New Combilift forklift

Timeline
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Palmatin product range

 Over time, Palmatin has drafted 
and created houses complying with the 
consumption changes, the market expectations 
and the industry challenges, while matching 
its own values: well-being and respect of the 
environment. 

Today, numerous products are available and 
made to satisfy the expectations and wishes 
of the clients, in terms of areas, space, floor 
organisation, design and style. 

In order to meet a large number of project 
requests, we offer various construction 
models. Many house models are suitable as 
permanent residency but do not exclude to be 
occupied from time to time, or during summer 
vacations. For those looking for a weekend of 
adventure or a few days to relax with friends, 
the camping cabins, the non-residential houses 
or the saunas are ideal. In addition, few models 
of motels are available for those seeking bigger 
and more professional purposes. 

At Palmatin, we are willing to be flexible 
and to concretise the dream of our clients; 
consequently, we offer the possibility to 
personalise and modify our construction 
models, from the finishing colours of the house 
to the floor layout, including the structural 
components. 

Our clients are invited to share with us their 
own projects, ideas and plans, to choose one 
of our houses or modify any house models to 
match their wishes.

In this catalogue, you will discover the 
prefabricated and ready-to-assemble houses, 
their manufacture and Palmatin models.  

To discover the other Palmatin options and 
constructions, you can take a look at our 
catalogues or visit our website: www.palmatin.
com.
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Prefabricated houses

 The prefabricated house, also named modular home, is a residential type of housing which has proven its durability and resistance 
through time and which is today more and more common. In Europe, 90% of the houses built with wooden materials are prefabricated houses. 
This type of dwelling is modern, functional and offers good energy performances. 

A prefabricated house is easy to build: the house elements are made in the factory and ready to assemble. The house can also be constructed 
in any season, in the factory, and assembled in several days on the construction site. 

At Palmatin, we take into account your projects and ideas. Our experienced and professional architects plan and adjust the houses and 
constructions to the tastes of our clients. We guarantee the product quality and the adequation of the elements, thanks to certified materials 
and standard production processes. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF A PREFABRICATED HOUSE

The prefabricated elements are controlled, provided with the documents, which 
assure their quality. 

Wood is an energetic, recyclable and ecological material providing with a new 
energy source (sawdust). Main composite of the construction, it ensures the good 
insulation of the house by keeping the heat and protecting from cold, the house 
is then efficient when it comes to energy and economical. The wood, naturally 
breathing, offers a balanced and healthy living environment. Moreover, the 
production of our wooden house integrates green and 100% renewable energy.

The modular house benefits from flexible layouts and can be easily extended 
post-construction. It is considered as an adequate solution facing current 
environmental issues while providing comfort, modernity and contemporary 
design.

Ecological, energy-efficient, modern

Good thermal performances

Easy and fast to assemble

Controlled quality

Multiple architectural solutions

Durable construction

Comfortable 

Healthy and balanced environment
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Prefabricated house design

 The construction of a home always starts with its design. Our proficient experts 
always think of optimising space while covering the totality of the project details and 
aspects.

Many Palmatin house models are available, presenting different layout organisations, 
architectures and assets. Our clients are welcome to select the model that they like 
the most and which correspond to their needs and expectations. However, we are 
also very happy to build your house from your own plans and ideas. To concrete your 
house dream, you can pick our models, modify them or start the design from a blank 
page. 

Once the plans and details are validated with the future owners, the construction of 
the house in our factory starts. The factory conditions pledge a flawless assembly and 
the control of the structure, the quality of the prefabricated elements, such as the wall, 
floor, ceiling and roof elements, at each construction step.

The elements composing the house are mainly made of a wood structure, acoustic and 
thermal insulations and finishing materials. Specific materials can be added depending 
on the element function. It is possible to modify the house elements (thickness, 
insulation, finishing...) in coherence with the construction and project features.

Our modern automatic production line (CNC) ensures the manufacture of wood 
panels, the preparation of window frames and the cut of the insulation material. It also 
includes a buffer station, a computer-driven nailing line for boards, a wall element-
turning table,...

Our ecological and certified production allows us to avoid waste and reduce energy 
consumption. All the wooden wastes from the production are collected, placed in a 
chipper and ground. We use the sawdust to warm the factory and the lumber kiln 
and our suction system prevent sawdust and warmth from being rejected in the 
environment.

Stamped and packed before transportation, the prefabricated elements can be 
assembled in few days on the construction site. 
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Prefabricated elements

Roof elementExternal wall element

1. Timber frame (18 mm)
2. insulation  (50 mm)
3. Vapour barrier 
4. Rafters + insulation (200 mm)
5. Wind protection fabric 
6. Ventilation slats (30 mm)
7. Timber frame (18 mm)

Internal wall element

1. Gypsom board (12.5 mm)
2. Rafters + insulation (100 mm) 
3. OSB3 (12 mm) 
4. Gypsom board (12.5 mm)

1. Timber frame (12 mm)
2. Insulation (95 mm)
3. Vapour barrier
4. Rafters + insulation (200 mm)
5. Roof membrane
6. Ventilation slats (45 mm)
7. Slats 20x95 (103 mm)
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Doors and windows

 Large or on measurement, with outward or inward openings, in wood or aluminium, black or white… the windows finish the charm of a house and make it 
luminous and pleasant. Contemporary architecture celebrates large glass surfaces while traditional buildings opt for more traditional window design. To comply with 
the style of house you prefer you can select among a large choice of high-quality and eco-friendly windows, made of glued laminated timbers, including their shapes, 
openings, component and finishing. We are continuously working on our products to ensure that they meet your needs while being energy efficient and optimising 
comfort. 

WINDOWS

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DOORS

The Palmatin doors are suitable for any type of construction such as renovated 
buildings, country cottages, summers houses or modern dwellings, thanks to an 
adapted design and finishing. The thickness of the exterior and interior doors and 
the good insulation provide the same energy efficiency that the windows ones 
and are made to be functional, offer privacy, light, and perfectly integrate the 
decoration. If many shapes and sizes are available, including on measurement 
doors, you can also select the door accessories, such as the handles or lock 
systems and the finishing.

To know more about the window and door options, you can contact us, take a look 
at our catalogue “Additional House Elements and Accessories” or visit our web site 
www.palmatin.com
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Palmatin offers

 Palmatin gives you the possibility to choose between three options of house assembly, from a basic kit to a premium one. Each of the three kits proposes a 
certain number of the needed materials to build the house. The basic kit allows you to build the structure of the house and its walls, whereas the premium solution 
comes as a complete kit to finalise the house rapidly and ensures the availability of the materials.

THE HOUSE ASSEMBLY

BASIC PACKAGE STANDARD PACKAGE PREMIUM PACKAGE
Buy the structure of the house and assemble the 
complete construction.

Includes 
- drawings of the house; 
- T-battens for openings; 
- hydro isolation & insulation; 
- wooden dowels;
- packages to be delivered in the order of assembly...

Get a weatherproof house quickly and continue with 
interior works in your own pace.

Includes 
- elements from basic package;
- rafters;
- roof hydro isolation;
- ventilation slats;
- sarking;
- first floor and balcony joists;
- windows and exterior doors...

Finish the house quickly without spending time worrying 
about the quantity or availability of materials.
 
Includes 
- elements from the standard package;
- wooden materials;
- interior doors;
- staircase...

The house kits can be easily and quickly assembled, but for those fearing a lack of experience or time, it will be our pleasure to give you a hand 
in the assembly of the house, by working together on the proper solution, such as advising you one of our professional and reliable partners.  
Palmatin selects its partners with careful attention to creating a stable, balanced and worthy working relationship, to provide customers with the best services, and 
to ensure them the same level of quality as when they are directly in contact with Palmatin teams. We value trust, savoir-faire and professionalism and wish our 
partnerships to be lasting and fruitful not only for us but also for our partners and our clients.

PALMATIN’S PARTNERS

TRANSPORTATION OF HOUSE MATERIALS

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

PRICE ESTABLISMENT

We organise on your request the transportation of the materials to the construction site. Thus, 
you can be sure to receive on time all the necessary materials for the construction and in good 
conditions. If you desire, you also have the possibility to organise the transportation of the products 
by yourself.

At Palmatin, we are willing to be flexible. We offer the possibility to personalise and modify our 
construction models, but not only. As we know that the finishing and interior design is as important as 
the house itself to bring character and comfort, we also offer staircase solutions adapted to each project. 
The houses can be equipped if desired with warm and beautiful fireplaces, chimneys, and we support 
and guide you through the choice of the kitchen with multiple ideas and on-measurement design.  
The inside walls, ceiling and floors can be decorated with several finishing just as the external walls and 
panels, balconies and terraces. You can discover plenty of the finishing and the additional elements and 
accessories by contacting us, taking a look at our catalogue “additional elements and accessories” or 
visiting our web site www.palmatin.com.

As every project is unique and customisable, the prices highly depend on the selected options and the final price established according to the features of the 
project. The quotation always includes the initial price of the house elements, whether the house is one of our models or the own design of our clients. The initial 
prices can be requested on our website or directly from us. Palmatin design unique and quality models but also wishes to make them affordable and accessible to 
any kind of budget. 
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PREFABRICATED HOUSE MODELS
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ECO2 LIVING AREA:  82 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 3 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 BATHROOM I 
3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 101 m²

THE HIGH QUALITY STYLISH PALMATIN PREFAB HOUSE ECO2 IS A COMPACT HOUSING SOLUTION 
FOR FAMILIES WHO VALUE COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY. THIS HOUSE IS IDEAL AS A YEAR ROUND 
RESIDENCE OR AS A SECOND HOME.

The house has a spacious living room with a separate kitchen, three bedrooms, separate toilet and 
bathroom, utility room and storage. The living room has convenient access to the house's outdoor 
terrace. Inside, it is also possible to add a nice fireplace or wood burner.

The construction of ECO2 on the ready foundations takes about 3 days.

Spacious living room 

Numerous storage spaces

Laundry room

Functional and luminous one-storey

https://www.palmatin.com/house/eco2/
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ECO1 LIVING AREA:  84 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 2 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 BATHROOM I 
3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 102 m²

THE HIGH QUALITY STYLISH PALMATIN PREFAB HOUSE ECO1 IS A COMPACT HOUSING SOLUTION 
FOR FAMILIES WHO VALUE COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY. THIS HOUSE IS IDEAL AS A YEAR ROUND 
RESIDENCE OR AS A SECOND HOME.
 
The house has a spacious living room with a separate kitchen, three bedrooms, separate toilet and 
bathroom, utility room and storage. The living room has convenient access to the house’s outdoor 
terrace. It is always possible to change the interior layout according to your wishes.

The construction of ECO1 on the ready foundations takes about 3 days.

Spacious living room 

Numerous storage spaces

Laundry room

Functional and luminous one-storey

https://www.palmatin.com/house/eco1/
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ECO3 LIVING AREA:  85 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 3 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 BATHROOM I 
4 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 105 m²

THE HIGH QUALITY STYLISH PALMATIN PREFAB HOUSE ECO3 IS A COMPACT HOUSING SOLUTION 
FOR FAMILIES WHO VALUE COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY. THIS HOUSE IS IDEAL AS A YEAR ROUND 
RESIDENCE OR AS A SECOND HOME.
 
The house has a spacious living room-kitchen, four bedrooms, separate toilet and bathroom, utility 
room and storage. The living room has convenient access to the house’s outdoor terrace.

The construction of ECO3 on the ready foundations takes about 3 days.

Spacious living room 

Numerous storage spaces 

Functional layout

Well-lit one-storey

https://www.palmatin.com/house/eco3/
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ECO5 LIVING AREA:  87 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 3 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 BATHROOM I 
4 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 105 m²

THE HIGH QUALITY STYLISH PALMATIN PREFAB HOUSE ECO5 IS A COMPACT HOUSING SOLUTION 
FOR FAMILIES WHO VALUE COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY. THIS HOUSE IS IDEAL AS A YEAR ROUND 
RESIDENCE OR AS A SECOND HOME.
 
The house has a spacious living room-kitchen, four bedrooms, separate toilet and bathroom, plus a 
large storage room. The living room has convenient access to the house’s outdoor terrace.
 
The construction of ECO5 on the ready foundations takes about 3 days.

Spacious living room  

Numerous storage spaces

Functional layout 

Well-lit  one-storey

https://www.palmatin.com/house/eco5/
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ECO4 LIVING AREA:  84 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 6 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 BATHROOM I 
3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 108 m²

THE HIGH QUALITY STYLISH PALMATIN PREFAB HOUSE ECO4 IS A COMPACT HOUSING SOLUTION 
FOR FAMILIES WHO VALUE COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY. THIS HOUSE IS IDEAL AS A YEAR ROUND 
RESIDENCE OR AS A SECOND HOME.
 
The house has a spacious living room-kitchen, three bedrooms, separate toilet, bathroom and 
sauna, plus a utility room and a storage room. The living room has convenient access to the house’s 
outdoor terrace.
 
The construction of ECO4 on the ready foundations takes about 3 days.

Spacious living room 

Numerous storage spaces

Laundry room

Functional and luminous one-storey

https://www.palmatin.com/house/eco4/
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https://www.palmatin.com/house/eco3/

ESTONIA#2 LIVING AREA:  82 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 13 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 114 m²

ESTONIA#2 IS AN INSPIRING AND DYNAMIC ONE STOREY PREFAB HOUSE IDEAL FOR WEEKEND 
GETAWAYS

Estonia#2 has a charming and inviting design. The entrance and an enjoyable terrace in front of the 
house are both integrated in its structure and covered by an enchanting pitched roof. Nice finishing, 
smooth colours and textures make the house really pleasing to the eye.
The front door opens into a U-shaped hall giving access to two roomy bedrooms on the right 
separated by a bathroom. Nearby are also a storage room, a wardrobe and separate facilities. 
On the left side, the hall gives access to an auxiliary room and a spacious 40 m² living room. This 
living area is a through room and thus lit with daylight coming from numerous windows. The living 
room can combine a lounge area, a dining space and a cosy fireplace. The kitchen is installed by one 
wall to be personalised as desired with cooking accessories and utensils. 
The two assets of the house are the enjoyable covered wooden terrace accessible from the living 
room and the hot sauna connected to the bathroom. 
Whether used as a summerhouse, a home base for weekends or a permanent residence Estonia#2 
is a fresh, inspiring and modern prefab house with smooth design and functional layout.

Covered entrance and terrace

Sauna

Bedrooms separated from living room

Inspiring and harmonious one storey house

https://www.palmatin.com/house/estonia2/
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FRANCE#2 LIVING AREA:  77 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 16 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 116 m²

FRANCE#2 PROPOSES COMFORTABLE SPACES, FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT AND UNIQUE BEDROOMS. AN 
ELEGANT PREFAB HOUSE TO ENJOY WITH FRIENDS OR FAMILLY. 
 
France#2 is an elegant practical prefab house which can adopt a modern layout, a fancy design or even 
more romantic inspirations as the possibilities of customisation are limitless. This accommodation 
can smoothly merge into the forest landscape, the urban scene or the city suburbs. In winter, the 
vestibule spacious enough to be equipped with storage placement keeps the house warm and clean. 
The connected l-shaped corridor heads directly to the living area, but also leads to two spacious and 
equivalent bedrooms, a separate wardrobe, independent facilities and a bathroom. The main room 
is a through room composed of a one-wall open kitchen facing a dining area. As the room measures 
more than 30m², couches and armchairs will elegantly decorate it and create a beautiful area for 
relaxation, reading or board games. To complete the welcoming ambiance, a fireplace would warm 
up the house with beautiful flames and cosy wood cracking sound. At the back of the house a 
terrace, accessible from the living room, forms a nice passage to the garden and is also perfect for 
chilling outside and enjoying fresh air.

Open living room (through room)

Luminosity 

Separate night area

Storage rooms

https://www.palmatin.com/house/france2/
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FINLAND#2 LIVING AREA:  74 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 21 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 119 m²

FINLAND#2 IS A FRESH AND VIBRANT SINGLE STOREY VILLA TO GATHER FRIENDS AND RELATIVES.
 
Finland#2 is an inviting ground-floor house definitely matching a green environment as a lakeside 
inner forest or a sea coast. 
The entrance is made through the front door via a charming terraced porch. The long and well-lit 
corridor leads to the main room but also to independent closets, to separate facilities and two 
bedrooms. The house benefits from many storage room and spaces for functionality and comfort
The main room is a completely open and spacious area. On the right side, facing the one-wall open 
kitchen, a large dinner table or a kitchen island with design bar stools can be installed. On the other 
side of the house, sofas, chairs and coffee table create a nice area for board games, discussion and 
relaxation. 
The two main assets of the house are the sauna attached to the bathroom and the terrace at the 
back of the house, protected by an overhanging roof, which provides a great transition between the 
living room and garden. 
As this villa can be totally customised, colours, textures, fireplace and layout will make this place 
unique and unforgettable.

Sauna

Terrace at the back

Open through living room

Separate night area

https://www.palmatin.com/house/finland2/
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FINLAND#1 LIVING AREA:  74 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 19 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 120 m²

FINLAND#1 IS A MODERN AND HARMONIOUS SINGLE STOREY PREFAB HOUSE INSPIRING CALM 
AND SERENITY.
 
Finland#1 shows beautiful, pure and modern lines. It is really easy to imagine this home in a 
peaceful suburb or surrounded by trees and nature. A beautiful welcoming wooden doorstep invites 
you into the house. Inside, a spacious well-lit l-shaped corridor leads to a roomy bedroom as well 
as a storage room on the left side of the house, used as wardrobe and auxiliary room. Stepping 
across the corridor you will find a bathroom, connected to a hot sauna for relaxation, and a master 
bedroom. The bedrooms are located on the opposite sides of the house for more privacy. Separate 
facilities also add functionality to the house.
The corridor opens onto a spacious living room divided into two main areas. On the right side is 
the lounge area full of day light thanks to broad windows. For a cosier atmosphere, a fireplace 
can be installed at the centre of the house and the layout organised around it. The second area is 
composed of a one-wall open kitchen and a dining space. Connected to the dining area is a covered 
terrace, perfect for seats or sun loungers, giving access to the garden. This harmonious single storey 
house is great as a summer house and also suitable for year-round use.

Open living room and terrace

Sauna

Bedrooms on the opposed sides of the house

Modern and harmonious

https://www.palmatin.com/house/finland1/
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FRANCE#1 LIVING AREA:  78 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 20 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 121 m²

FRANCE#1 IS A LOVELY ONE STOREY DWELLING OFFERING NICE, OPEN AND LUMINOUS AREAS FOR 
ROMANCE AND COSINESS.
 
From the exterior France#1 has lovely architecture. The pitched roof of this prefab home and its nice 
porch framed with panels would perfectly match a bucolic environment or a flowery garden. The 
front door opens into a welcoming 16 m² hallway where outfits and shoes can be stored. On the left 
side of the hallway is an airy living area, spacious enough to fit a dining space and sitting zone. The 
one-wall kitchen is functional and space saving and a lounge layout around a warm fireplace is just 
enough to create a cosy, romantic and harmonious atmosphere. From the main room is a pantry for 
storage and organisation. 
During the bright day time, warm summer evenings or spring days, a beautiful terrace linked to 
the living room gives an opportunity to enjoy moments outside the house. On the opposite side 
of the house are two spacious bedrooms of more than 12 m² each, separated by a bathroom and 
independent facilities. Residents will also be able to take advantage of an auxiliary room.

Romantic design

Large living room 

Separate night area

Covered terrace 

https://www.palmatin.com/house/france1/
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GERMANY#1 LIVING AREA:  77 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 24 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 128 m²

GERMANY#1 IS A LOVELY SINGLE STOREY PREFAB HOUSE PERFECT AS A WEEKEND ACCOMODATION 
OR ALL-YEAR RESIDENCE.
 
Germany#1 is a lovely one level accommodation suitable in both urban and rural environments. 
Its facade can be decorated with various finishing materials and interior customised according to 
desires. The uniform structure makes this prefab home easy and quick to assemble.
The central place of this single storey is the living room of 34 m², accessible via a vestibule including 
a storage room. Pleasant dining and couch areas are easily fitted into the space and complete the 
l-shaped open kitchen. The through-room also benefits from brightness all day long thanks to its 
large windows. If needed, a fireplace can be installed for a comfortable cosy atmosphere and warm 
evenings.
On the other side of the prefab house stand two bedrooms smartly detached from the living zone 
thanks to a hallway, offering calm, peace and privacy. In addition, the house has separate facilities 
and a bathroom with a window, great for air renewal.
The charming asset of this house is the beautiful terrace surrounding the entire side of the house, 
where the living room and entrance hall are situated. Garden furniture can be installed with ease to 
appreciate this feature the largest part of the year. 
This charming ground floor prefab house is ideal for couples, families with children, relaxed 
retirement or as a second residence.

One side terrace

Open living room (through room)

Separate night area

Opening in the bathroom

https://www.palmatin.com/house/germany1/

4342



ESTONIA#1 LIVING AREA:  76 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 30 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 128 m²

ESTONIA#1: AN OUTSTANDING CONTEMPORARY GROUND FLOOR DWELLING WITH BEAUTIFUL 
TERRACES AND SEPARATE ENTRANCES.
 
Estonia#1 is a contemporary dwelling which is divided into two main areas: the living space and 
the bedroom area. The living area is accessible directly on the left of the house, after going past the 
entrance and crossing the vestibule. The 34 m² room is made to fit comfortable and large sofas and 
armchairs and a dining area. The L-shaped kitchen is spacious, ergonomic and open to the rest of 
the living room. The daylight reaches the open through room thanks to nice and large windows. For 
cosy winters, a charming fireplace can be placed near the lounge. The main room is connected to 
the bedroom area via a corridor. This space is composed of two bedrooms, a wardrobe, separate 
facilities and a bathroom along with a hot sauna for relaxation and serenity. From outside, the 
house is surrounded with a large and beautiful terrace on the living room side and also stretches to 
the entrance. A second terrace gives access to the bedroom area through a practical hallway. The 
layout of the house and the beautiful terraces providing spacious outdoor areas shape this dwelling 
into an outstanding and authentic home.

Terraces and  separate entrances

Sauna

Bedrooms area separated from living room

Outstanding and contemporary 

https://www.palmatin.com/house/estonia1/

4544



GERMANY#2 LIVING AREA:  79 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 25 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 129 m²

GERMANY#2 IS AN ATYPICAL SINGLE STOREY HOUSE BATHED IN LIGHT.
 
Germany#2 is a charming single level prefabricated house divided into two main areas. The vast 
living area is accessible from the outside via a practical vestibule and is composed of a functional 
integrated l-shaped kitchen open to spacious dining and sitting areas. A fireplace, perfect for cold 
winter evenings and to gather people in a jovial atmosphere, can be included to warm up the room.
Alongside the wall of the living room stands a beautiful terrace, leading also to the entrance door, 
which can be decorated with seats, garden furniture or various plants.
The night quarters, where two roomy bedrooms are separated by a utilitarian bathroom, is accessible 
from the living room through a 14 m² hallway, insuring quiet and privacy. The hallway also leads to 
separate facilities, a wardrobe and a storage area. 
The atypical assets of this home are the large glass surfaces in the living room and the bedrooms, 
stretching from floor to ceiling, giving the house character and modernity and completing the 
charming look of this ground floor. They provide plenty of light all day long and a broad overview on 
the outdoors, giving a sensation of additional space and connection with the garden. 
As a prefabricated house, the interior is adjustable. The exterior can also be customised with several 
finishing and integrates to an urban environment as well as a more private neighbourhood.

One side terrace

Wide openings and brightness

Separate night area

Cachet and modernity

https://www.palmatin.com/house/germany2/

4746



SONATA LIVING AREA:  85 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 21 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 134 m²

SONATA IS A MODERN LOOKING ONE STOREY PREFAB HOUSE, APPEALING AND FUNCTIONAL, LIT 
WITH DAYLIGHT INFILTRATING HIGH GLASS SURFACES.
 
Sonata is a beautiful and contemporary prefabricated house mixing wood and environmentally 
friendly materials, which floor plan is made to be functional and space saving. 
The vestibule at the entrance of the house is equipped with a wardrobe for more functionality and 
leads to a corridor. The corridor serves two spacious bedrooms with an integrated wardrobe and a 
walk-in-closet, a closet, separate facilities, and a spacious bathroom. The bathroom is attached to 
a cosy sauna where to relax. The centre of the house is an imposing living room with a high ceiling 
under the roof, connected to the dining area and an L-shaped kitchen. The large glass surfaces 
stretching over the ceiling allow summer sun to nicely warm and brighten the room up while in the 
winter, the sunbeams travel on a lower arc and shine into the room in full splendour. The warm 
fireplace also provides a nice atmosphere during the coldest days. The living room gives access to 
a wooden terrace covered by the roof extension and decorated with beautiful wooden quartering. 
The terrace is excellent for chatting in the garden or watching the children play. 
This house enables exciting interior decoration options. The outer wooden lining panels add variety 
and rhythm to the facade, while the whole house acquires its unique character from the double-
pitched tiled roof with discontinued surfaces. The shape of the house emits sensations of harmony 
and balance. This is an ideal choice for those looking for a country home or a small family residence.

Modern and luminous

Sauna

Welcoming living area

Spacious bathroom and laundry room

https://www.palmatin.com/house/sonata/

4948



CLISSANDO LIVING AREA:  75 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 36 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 2 BEDROOMS I SEMI-OPEN KITCHEN 161 m²

CLISSANDO IS AN ECONOMICAL YET STYLISHLY STRUCTURED ONE STOREY PREFAB HOUSE WITH A 
BEAUTIFUL OUTDOOR FIREPLACE, RECOMMENDED AS A WEEKEND RESIDENCE OF A YEAR ROUND 
HOME
 
Clissando is a compact and functional one storey home. The entrance benefits from a high wardrobe 
to keep the house organised. It leads to a large corridor where can be found separate facilities and, 
on the left of the house, two spacious bedrooms with space for storage such as wardrobes on 
measurement. Near the bedrooms is a cosy bathroom, ventilated thanks to a window. The corridor 
opens onto a beautiful living room where plenty of light infiltrates the broad patio doors. A semi 
open kitchen stands alongside the living room, spacious enough to welcome a dining area. A large 
terrace, surrounding the house, is accessible from the living room and perfect for relaxation from 
early spring to late autumn, as the outdoor fireplace creates a cosy atmosphere for family and 
friend gatherings and warms up cool evenings. This outdoor fireplace is also ideal to enjoy some 
time under the massive roof after sessions in the sauna, accessible from the wooden pathway at 
the entrance of the house. The outdoor area also gives access to a storage room outdoor, where 
to fit garden tools or bicycles, and accommodates a car shelter. The appearances of Clissando are 
dominated by the racy and robust roof ridge, covering the outdoor area for intimacy and cosiness. 
External horizontal wide-plank lining enhances compactness and evokes positive emotion.

Spacious garage

Independent sauna

Exterior fireplace and large terrace

Functional storages

https://www.palmatin.com/house/clissando/

5150



KASK LIVING AREA:  112 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 30 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN I STUDY ROOM 170 m²

KASK IS A ONE STOREY PREFABRICATED HOME, PRESENTING A UNIQUE DESIGN, LINEAR SURFACES, 
AND BRIGHTENED WITH LIGHT
 
Kask is a perfect house for those looking for modernity, style, and singularity. This one storey offers 
luminosity, spacious areas, and functionality. The exterior entrance is decorated with a beautiful 
porch and large canopy above the door. A vast hallway with a wardrobe leads to the living room 
and gives direct access to the practical walk-through kitchen. The kitchen is open to the living room 
thanks to a central island unit, designed in a bar style, perfect to gather around tasty meals. The 
living room is composed of a large lounge, arranged around a central fireplace, and facing dominant 
board windows. The windows allow sunbeam to light the room up and give a panoramic view of the 
garden and the wooden terrace. The terrace is the perfect place for enjoying the fresh air and for 
outdoor time. This terrace area is well integrated into the architecture of the house and decorated 
with beautiful wood combining. 
A corridor, serving the rest of the rooms is accessible from the living room. On the left side are two 
bedrooms, including one with a walk-in closet and one with a wardrobe. The master bedroom is 
located on the opposite side of the house and is also equipped with a walk-in closet for more comfort. 
Near the master bedroom stand the bathroom and a cosy sauna. The bathroom is accessible via a 
small lounge, where to relax after a session in the sauna. The house has separate facilities and the 
last room, a study area, can be transformed, if desired, into a fourth bedroom or welcome guests 
from time to time.

Modern dwelling

Beautiful terrace

Sauna and relaxing lounge

Open kitchen with central island

https://www.palmatin.com/house/kask/

5352



BALLADE LIVING AREA:  137 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 74 m² I ONE STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 3 BEDROOMS I SEMI-OPEN KITCHEN 291 m²

BALLADE IS A LOVELY PREFABRICATED HOUSE WHERE TO ENJOY ROMANTIC SUMMER EVENINGS IN 
AN IDYLLIC AND COSY ENVIRONMENT 

Ballade adopts a traditional and lovely, harmonious look, reinforced by the inviting entrance, the 
visible wooden beams of the structure, and the low pitched roof.
The entrance is nicely decorated by a wooden bodyguard and the roof extension. Beautiful plants 
will refine this charming patio. 
The entrance leads to a spacious hallway, where are found separate facilities, a walk-in closet, and 
three spacious bedrooms. Two of them are equipped with wardrobes, whereas the master bedroom 
benefits from a private walk-in closet. The hallway is open on the vast and spacious living area, 
composed of a lounge, a dining space, and a beautiful and impressive fireplace. Near the fireplace 
stands, in a more isolated space, the functional kitchen. Whereas the kitchen gives access to a small 
vestibule and a laundry room, the dining room is connected to a corridor, leading to the bathroom 
and an enjoyable sauna. The vestibule, adjoining the kitchen, provides access outside and leads to 
a car shelter. The car shelter, where two cars can easily be parked, is part of the house architecture 
and protected by a roof extension. 
The exterior area of the house is a splendid-looking wooden terrace, surrounding a beautiful 
pond, where to arrange some lilies and water plants. While enjoying the terrace, only chirping of 
grasshoppers and singing of birds can be heard from the garden. It is difficult not to imagine this 
house surrounded by bushes and lush wild blooming flowers. This quiet brightened with lighthouse 
oozes security and peace and is equally well-suited for couples or larger families. Ballade, with its 
simple looks and traditional shapes, is boundlessly charming.

Spacious dwelling and numerous storages

Beautiful terrace with basin 

Sauna and laundry room

Large car shelter

https://www.palmatin.com/house/ballade/

5554



ESTONIA#3 LIVING AREA:  107 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 24 m² I TWO STOREY I 2  
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 189 m²

ESTONIA#3: A MODERN AND GEOMETRIC TWO STOREY DWELLING WELCOMING FRIENDS AND 
RELATIVES.
 
The Estonia#3 floor plans are organised around the staircase standing at the centre of the house 
and facing the entrance. The left side of the home is a closet, a spacious bedroom and a wardrobe 
separated by a bathroom. A sauna, attached to the bathroom, constitutes a plus in the house.On 
the other side of the ground floor is an open kitchen, along with its pantry and storage possibilities, 
a large dining area to welcome friends and family around tasty dishes and a spacious sitting area 
for enjoyable moments together. A fireplace can be installed to add a finishing touch to the room. 
The living room leads off into the outdoor area through a peaceful terrace designed in the structure 
of the house. Here can be a lovely sitting area decorated with modern garden furniture, plants and 
lanterns. The garden is also overlooked by a superb covered balcony on the first floor, perfect for 
reading books and sunbathing privately while enjoying wonderful views of the garden. The balcony 
belongs to the master bedroom of 32 m² equipped with a private wardrobe and wide high windows 
for a panoramic view. Going out of the master bedroom, a landing gives access to the stairs, a third 
bedroom, a second bathroom and two storage rooms of more than 10 and 6 m². These spaces can 
be also converted into an office, a study room or guest bedrooms to receive friends, family and 
guests. The two storey prefab house offers comfort, conviviality, functionality and beautiful areas to 
decorate and personalise. A wooden patio can be added, allowing outside diners, to fully enjoy the 
house at every season.

Covered balcony

Sauna

Master bedroom with panoramic view

Beautiful spaces

https://www.palmatin.com/house/estonia3/

5756



PRELUDE LIVING AREA:  105 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 48 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I SEMI-OPEN KITCHEN 197 m²

PRELUDE IS A MODERN AND NOBLE PREFABRICATED HOUSE WITH A PLAYFUL CONNOTATION 
CREATED BY SHAPE VARIATIONS, CUBIC DESIGN, AND STRAIGHT CUTS 
 
Prelude adopts an original look, shaped with wooden battens all around the house. The flat roof, 
first-floor extension, glass surfaces, and balcony make the house modern and elegant.
By entering the house, a vestibule with a wardrobe leads to a hallway facing the stairs and open to 
the living area. The hallway serves a lovely bathroom and a sauna, separate facilities, an independent 
wardrobe and a bedroom with a walk-in closet, nicely separated from the rest of the common room 
and perfect to welcome guests. 
The living room is organised around a warm fireplace and linked to a second bedroom with a 
wardrobe. On the left side of the house, and in a semi-separated space, stand a large and functional 
kitchen and a dining table. 
The terrace, extending around one corner of the dwelling, is accessible from the living room and 
perfect, just as the rest of the house, to organise memorable parties with friends and relatives.
On the first floor, a landing serves a second bathroom and the main bedroom of the house, equipped 
with a walk-in-closet. The balcony, accessible 
from the main bedroom, gives a great view of the garden. The house is well-lit and functional. On 
the front of the dwelling, an additional storage space, standing near a car parking and protected by 
the roof, can be used to store toolboxes and garden tools. The house would be looking great in city 
suburbs or surrounded by a pool and trees.

Modern, functional and familial house

Sauna

Large terrace

Car shelter and independent storage space

https://www.palmatin.com/house/prelude/

5958



CONCERTO LIVING AREA:  130 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 32 m² I TWO STOREY I 3 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I SEMI-OPEN KITCHEN I STUDY ROOM 199 m²

CONCERTO IS A COHERENT AND IMPOSING TWO STOREY PREFABRICATED HOUSE, WHICH FACADE, 
DOUBLED WITH PILLARS, IS RHYTMIC, DYNAMIC, AND FULL OF ORIGINALITY

The slightly slanted roof of Concerto makes the dwelling look more open and stresses the elegance 
of the facade. The horizontal lining of the facade emphasises the purity and sophistication of the 
house, while the vertical dark-green planks and battens enhance detail and modernity. Alongside 
the entrance of the house stands a car parking, protected by a roof extension and wooden battens, 
in harmony with the rest of the architecture.
The house entrance faces the stairs and opens onto a vast living room, including a lounge, organised 
around a fireplace, and a dining area. The adjacent kitchen is semi-detached and offers functionality 
and comfort. The large and high windows in the living room provide a panoramic view of the 
surroundings. The space is luminous and airy thanks to the height under the ceiling reaching the 
roof, and the open landing on the first floor. The living room is also connected to a study room, 
ideal to invite friends over, and a bathroom, equipped with a sauna. The floor plan is completed by 
a storage room, which can be used as a utility room, and a roomy bedroom. A 20 m² long terrace, 
running along the rear of the house, offers a lovely exterior space where to gather and enjoy 
convivial moments.
On the first floor, a spacious landing serves two similar bedrooms, both composed of a bathroom 
and a lovely balcony, where to enjoy fresh air in the morning. 
The house is equipped with many storage spaces, making it clean, comfortable and functional.

Original design and architecture

Well-lit and spacious living room

Sauna

Car shelter and long terrace

https://www.palmatin.com/house/concerto/

6160



GERMANY#3 LIVING AREA:  122 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 16+ m² I TWO STOREY I 
2 BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 214 m²

GERMAN#3 IS A ROBUST TWO STOREY PREFAB HOUSE DESIGNED FOR BOTH PRIVACY AND SOCIAL 
INTERACTIONS, IDEAL FOR FAMILY LIFE. 

Germany#3 is a terrific, robust but welcoming residence which will perfectly suit families looking for 
luminous open space and harmony.
A lovely doorstep, protected by a roof and beautiful panels on both sides, invites to enter the house 
into the engaging 15 m² hallway. The hall leads to the different house areas as well as many storage 
spaces, useful for winter or for house equipment.
The main room offers a pleasing living space which can easily be furnished with sitting and dining 
areas, both overlooking the L-shaped open kitchen. A pantry, located behind the kitchen, increases 
the functionality of the house. A fireplace can also be designed to complete the layout. A compact 
terrace integrated in the house structure nicely links the indoors with the outdoors.
The house benefits from a bedroom downstairs, adjacent to a bathroom, and the same layout can 
be found upstairs. 
Climbing the stairs, a 20 m² area with openings can be used as a lounge or office area. In addition, a 
separate wardrobe and a closet are available for more organisation and storage purposes. The last 
bedroom on the first floor comes along with a walk-in closet and a private covered balcony.
This property will certainly satisfy the expectations of contemporary home lovers and families 
thanks to its feeling of space, everyday comfort, luminosity and functionalities. It can absolutely 
correspond to a beautiful family project.

Robust house with character

Beautiful volumes and large windows

Many storages

Covered terrace, balcony and doorstep

https://www.palmatin.com/house/germany3/

6362



FRANCE#3 LIVING AREA:  126 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 34 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 215 m²

FRANCE#3 IS A MODERN PREFAB FAMILY HOME WITH CHARMING ADVANTAGES AND NICE DESIGN. 
 
France#3 is a traditional yet modern two-storey prefabricated house. The access to the home is  
made via a terrace closed with panels on one side, ideal to grow a green wall. A vestibule, large 
enough to be equipped with storage placement conducts to a square hallway. On the left side 
are an independent dressing room and a roomy bedroom suitable for kids or guests. Near the 
bedroom, a bathroom and an auxiliary room face the vestibule and stairwell, adjacent to the living 
area. The biggest asset of the prefab house is the 31m² main room equipped with L-shaped open 
kitchen. Near the cooking area a large table can be placed for family breakfasts or to welcome 
guests whereas the other side of the room is still spacious enough for a sitting area. Movie nights 
will be organised at home with excitement, especially adding a warm fireplace to the room near 
the lounge. A wooden terrace at the back of the house is accessible from the living room and offers 
an enjoyable outdoor area and access to the garden. Back in the hall way, stairs lead to a landing 
of more than 20 m² giving access to a second bathroom, a large independent wardrobe, a storage 
room and a second bedroom, equivalent to the one downstairs. These 20 m² can perfectly suit a 
sitting area or a peaceful office with bookcases, especially in front of the covered balcony. The third 
and main bedroom possesses a large dressing room and a private balcony, perfect to enjoy quiet 
relaxing moments and the view outside. France#3 would be perfect for a family wishing to mix 
modern prefab house and traditional style.

2 balconies and 2 terraces

Family house

Separated bedroom on ground floor

Modern and traditional design

https://www.palmatin.com/house/france3/

6564



FINLAND#4 LIVING AREA:  145 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 24 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 4 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 215 m²

FINLAND#4 TWO STOREY PREFAB RESIDENCE OFFERS CHARMING EXTERIOR PATIOS, BEAUTIFUL 
BEDROOMS AND WELL-PLANNED FLOOR PLAN.
 
The entrance of this beautiful prefabricated house is through a front porch protected from weather 
and overlooking. Passing the front door, the hallway leads to an auxiliary room and a separate 
and quiet bedroom, including a walk-in-closet with a nice window to let in some daylight. A private 
terrace, good for revitalizing moments and fresh air, is integrated into the architecture of the house 
and accessible via the bedroom. From the hallway, the main room is reached by passing in front of 
the stairs. Facing the stairs is the bathroom, including a sauna for relaxing sessions. 
In the main room, the l-shaped kitchen benefits from a separate room made for food storage or 
home appliances or possibly convertible into a utility room. The living room combined with a dining 
area and lounge is well-lit thanks to daylight penetrating the large windows of the room. A fireplace 
can be installed to bring even more comfort and cosiness to this area.
The first floor plan is organised with three bedrooms from 12.5 to 23 m². A detached closet and 
wardrobe offer practical storage space. There is also a second bathroom on the same floor. A 
spacious landing can be transformed into an enjoyable sitting area, an office or a cosy library with 
book shelves and comfortable reading space. This landing is extended and connects with the outside 
thanks to a nice balcony sheltered by the gabled roof.  
Even though the rectangular shape of the house possibly makes it look more traditional, the 
numerous options of exterior and interior customisation will turn this individual residence into a 
distinctive and inspiring home and make it perfectly fit in any kind of environment. 
A driveway, garden, swimming pool or carport are some of the many ideas worth considering to 
perfect the house.

Terraces and balcony 

Sauna

Cosy and intimate areas

Numerous bedrooms and layout options

https://www.palmatin.com/house/finland4/

6766



FINLAND#3 LIVING AREA:  105 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 35 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN  219 m²

FINLAND#3 A TWO STOREY PREFAB HOUSE SURROUNDED WITH WOODEN TERRACES AND 
BALCONIES. 
 
Finland#3 is the type of prefab house which combines contemporary living environment, modern  
comfort and ecological advantages.  The energy efficiency of the house is optimal throughout the 
year and the materials environmentally friendly. This two storey house possesses many assets 
and some of them can be seen from the outside: two beautiful terraces and two balconies on the 
first floor are surrounding the two sides of the house. One of the terrace leads to the front door. 
Different varieties of flowers and plants would suit as a decoration of the wooden fences closing 
the terrace on one side. A vestibule makes the entrance welcoming and functional. Directly passing 
the vestibule stands the central element of the house: a large 33.5 m² living area equipped with an 
l-shaped kitchen. The dining area can accommodate a table and chairs whereas a lounge space 
can be installed in another part of the room. From here, the second terrace of the ground floor is 
accessible and gives direct access to the garden. From the kitchen, a storage room is accessible, also 
leading to a hall-style staircase of 10 m², located at the centre of the house. In the same area, an 
independent wardrobe and a roomy bedroom can be found, as well as a bathroom. Crossing the 
bathroom, all the residents will be able to enjoy a hot sauna. The stairs lead to a 13 m² landing on 
the first floor, a nice bedroom, an auxiliary room of almost 4m² and a second bathroom. Two large 
independent closets can be used as wardrobes or converted into a bedroom, an office or a games 
room. The 22m² master bedroom is surrounded on both sides with 2 peaceful balconies where a 
cup of coffee can be savoured in the mornings. 
As the rest of Palmatin’s house models, the dwelling can be customised and completed according to 
client’s needs and desires.

Terraces and balconies surrounding the house

Sauna 

Modern comfort and contemporary living environment

Spacious bedrooms

https://www.palmatin.com/house/finland3/

6968



RONDO LIVING AREA:  117 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 46 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 4 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 225 m²

RONDO IS A SPACIOUS TWO STOREY PREFABRICATED HOUSE DESIGNED WITH ROMANTIC 
INSPIRATIONS, PERFECT TO WELCOME FRIENDS AND FAMILY

On the front side of the dwelling, the house structure integrates a car shelter, connected to the 
entrance via a passage, and independent storage areas.
The entrance opens onto a vast hallway and faces the stairs, located in the centre of the dwelling. 
On the right side of the house, the hallway serves separate facilities, a bathroom, and two roomy 
bedrooms. On the left side, it leads to the dining area, surrounded by a spacious L-shaped kitchen 
and a beautiful lounge area around a fireplace. 
At the back of the house, a lovely terrace is connected to the living room and the bedrooms and 
gives a nice breath of fresh air in the morning. A second terrace stands next to the dining room 
and kitchen area, perfect to relish barbecue parties with friends and family. On the first floor, the 
landing offers a great view of both the hallway and the living room, as it is designed in a mezzanine 
style. The living room is brightened in light thanks to the large opening on the first floor, and the 
broad glass surfaces, encircling the lounge area. The landing gives access to a second bathroom 
and two bedrooms with walk-in closets. One of the bedrooms leads to a charming balcony under 
the roof, where to appreciate the view of the surroundings.This house is equipped with numerous 
storage spaces, like wardrobes and closets, making it functional and pleasant. From outside, the 
dwelling does not miss charm thanks to lovely railings, terraces, and modern windows. The convivial 
appearances of the house are dominated by the graduated pitched roof, also shaped by the room 
layout. This model is equally well-suited for a rural or urban location.

Numerous storage

Car shelter and outdoor storage rooms

Luminous living room and open landing

Modern and romantic design

https://www.palmatin.com/house/rondo/

7170



FRANCE#4 LIVING AREA:  122 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 31 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 4 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 225 m²

FRANCE#4 IS A TWO-STOREY HOUSE WITH SPACIOUS LIVING ROOM AND LOUNGE AREAS TO ENJOY 
WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY.
 
France#4 is a two-storey house adopting a traditional yet modern design, easy to decorate and 
associate with diversified decoration styles. The doorstep consists of a wooden terrace, covered by 
a charming roof and protected from bad weather by wooden fences. Flowers, carpets or welcoming 
signs can make this doorway even more appealing. From the entrance, the house is offering fantastic 
and spacious volumes, as the hallway is open on the living room, dining and cooking areas. On the left 
is a functional placement for storage. The dining area and the open l-shaped kitchen stand around 
a fireplace allowing warm, cosy and welcoming moments around the table. The kitchen is leading 
to an auxiliary area, perfect for a pantry or laundry room. The spacious sitting room is designed 
in a more private area for quiet rest and relaxation and opens to a lovely outdoor terrace, which 
will please gardening adherents in the city or nature lovers in the countryside. Crossing the living 
room and reaching the hallway you will find on the left side a bathroom and near two bedrooms 
with wardrobe spaces and the stairs. On the first floor, a landing leads to a second bathroom, an 
independent wardrobe and storage room, as well as two bedrooms, including a master bedroom 
and its wardrobe for a total area of 32 m². The master bedroom has a direct access to a private 
balcony where fit plants and sun loungers.  On the same floor, another 8 m² can be converted into a 
sitting area, a study space or even closed to create a new bedroom. This functional and welcoming 
house, wonderful for family or friends, could be expanded with a car shelter or garage.

Balcony and terrace

Family house

Spacious open living room and kitchen area

Modern and traditional design

https://www.palmatin.com/house/france4/

7372



GERMANY#4 LIVING AREA:  130 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 41 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 225 m²

GERMANY#4 IS A BEAUTIFUL TWO STOREY PREFAB HOME WITH A LARGE TERRACE, BALCONY AND 
IMPRESSIVE GLASS SURFACES IN A LOFT IMITATION STYLE.
 
Germany#4 is a beautifully designed dwelling which perfectly suits a green and calm garden. This 
two storey prefab house offers a large living room and vast dining area accessible via an ample 
sized vestibule. The open one-wall kitchen encourages enjoyable time with friends and family. To 
increase the warm atmosphere of this welcoming home, a fireplace can easily be added. The vast 
terrace alongside the living room, one of the main assets of the house, creates a smooth transition 
with the outdoors and is perfect when imagining outdoor dining area or activities.  The bedroom 
area is divided into two spaces located both on the ground and first floor. Judiciously separated from 
the common parts of the house by a corridor on the ground floor - perfect for calm and serenity 
- it is composed of two equivalent bedrooms and a bathroom with shower and facilities. On the 
first floor is the master bedroom and its private wardrobe, adjoining to a second bathroom and 
wardrobe spaces, also suitable for extra bedrooms. The heart of the house is a unique and design 
30 m² area, located on the second storey. This loft imitation, created with large and high windows 
reaching the roof and opened to a second wide covered balcony, forms a unique space to enjoy. 
Cosy in winter or stunning in summer light, it is perfect for relaxation, resting or activities. The 
daily light and impressive eye catching openings enhance the feeling of brightness, freedom and 
continuity with the outdoors, bringing nature closer thanks to the panoramic view. The wise choice 
of materials, colours, finishing and furniture can make this prefabricated house an amazing place to 
live in throughout the year or to enjoy on vacation.

Large balcony and terrace

Open living room

Well-lighted and wide loft imitation

Open design and stylish

https://www.palmatin.com/house/germany4/

7574



SCHERZO LIVING AREA:  118 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 31 m² I TWO STOREY I 3 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 229 m²

SCHERZO IS AN IMPOSING AND POWERFUL TWO STOREU PREFABRICATED HOME FOR FAMILIES, 
WITH BOLD FACADE ELEMENTS AND DARING CUT 
 
Scherzo looks majestic and massive. The interesting structure cut and the straight finish give the 
house an original look while the high slanted roof adds a touch of charism. 
In front of the entrance is located a car shelter, protected by wooden panels on which to put plants 
and hanging flowers. A large storage room, adjoined to the shelter, offers space to store bicycles and 
tools while a second storage area, accessible from outside, stands close to the entrance.
The entrance hall gives access, on the left side of the house, to a functional walk-in closet, and, on 
the right, to a bathroom, equipped with a sauna. The house ground floor benefits from separate 
facilities and a staircase, facing the spacious living room. The elegant living room is organised 
around a stunning fireplace, making this house perfect for social interactions and family life. The 
open kitchen, in G shape, faces the dining area on one side of the fireplace, whereas comfortable 
sofas create a lovely common space on the other side.
A large wooden terrace, running along the living room wall, serves as a link between the house 
interior and the garden.
On the first floor, a spacious landing leads to separate facilities and a small bathroom. The first floor 
is composed of two spacious bedrooms, with wardrobes, and a parental bedroom. The parental 
bedroom benefits from a large walk-in closet, a private bathroom, and an elegant balcony. The room 
is full of light entering the large windows. In the morning, the balcony offers a romantic view of the 
awaking nature in the garden.
Scherzo is a perfect family home and a house of character, which will match an inspired stylish 
garden.

Sauna 

Car shelter and outdoor storage rooms

Open living area organised around central fireplace

Numerous storage

https://www.palmatin.com/house/scherzo/

7776



CODA LIVING AREA:  87 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 65 m² I TWO STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 3 BEDROOMS I SEMI-OPEN KITCHEN 232 m²

CODA IS A DYNAMICALLY SHAPED AND YOUTHFUL PREFABRICATED HOUSE WITH A TALL AND 
IMPOSING PITCHED ROOF AND A WOODEN ARCHITECTURE
 
Coda is a beautiful house designed with vibrant lines and audacious architecture. The symmetrical 
double-pitched roof brings the final touch to the facade made of wide-plank lining, decorated with 
horizontal wooden ribs and diagonal planking. The fireplace location is drawn outside with high 
wooden battens, adding cadence to the walls.
On the front of the dwelling, a car shelter, overhung by an open roof section is linked to the entrance 
of the house by a nice pathway, which also gives access to a storage room.
Inside, the hallway is equipped on both sides with wardrobes and storage spaces and gives access to 
separate facilities. The staircase faces the hallway and, on the left of the house, is situated a roomy 
bedroom. On the right, the spacious living room is furnished with a comfortable lounge, arranged 
around the beautiful fireplace of the house, which offers cosy and romantic evenings. The living 
room is open to the dining area and the kitchen. Both the living room and the dining area give access 
to a large and wonderful wooden terrace where to place garden furniture and plants and enjoy the 
exterior and the view over the garden. 
On the first floor, the semi-open landing, overlooking the dining area is perfect to create a resting 
area with lovely armchairs. The landing serves two spacious bedrooms with practical walk-in-closet 
and a beautiful bathroom. 
The bedrooms and bathroom on the first floor possess lovely balconies, which give character and 
relief to the house. This prefabricated home is suitable as a year-round residency or summerhouse.

Unique roof architecture

Car shelter with outdoor storage room

Beautiful exteriors and numerous balconies

Open landing and broad patio doors

https://www.palmatin.com/house/coda/

7978



FANTASY LIVING AREA: 155 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 55 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN  234 m²

FANTASY IS A BRIGHT, TREMENDOUS, ARTISTIC, AND CREATIVE PREFABRICATED HOUSE WITH 
DARING SHAPES AND LINES, WORTHY OF DESIGN MAGAZINES 
 
The unconventional architecture of the house was shaped with inventiveness and a touch of 
innovation. The high slanted roof, designating the sky, is shamelessness and valiant. The wooden 
battens on the facade and above the roof shape the windows and the general guidelines of the 
house, whereas the large openings invite the light and the surroundings inside the house.
The ground floor is composed of a roomy entrance hall, with a wardrobe, leading to separate 
facilities, a bathroom, a comfortable sauna, and a spacious bedroom with storage. 
On the left side of the house is the open living room, organised around the central stairs. The living 
room includes a functional kitchen, a fireplace, a dining space, and a lounge area. 
Two beautiful terraces are situated at the two ends of the house, accessible via the bedroom and the 
living room. These spaces are wonderful to enjoy the garden and some fresh air in the morning. On 
the biggest terrace, garden furniture can easily be placed. 
The house is well-lit, thanks to large windows, but the glass surfaces on two-storey and the first-floor 
landing, overhanging the living room, also bring tones of light and an astonishing feeling of space. 
On the first floor, the landing distributes two beautiful and roomy bedrooms, sharing a common 
bathroom and a charming balcony.
The wooden beams, the terrace and balcony, the roof and colours…everything in the architecture 
of this house is eye-catching, powerful, and fresh. Fantasy will thrill those looking for modernity, 
nonconformity, uniqueness, and open spaces.

Attractive and astonishing design 

Luminous and spacious rooms

Original layout

Sauna

https://www.palmatin.com/house/fantasy/

8180



ESTONIA#4 LIVING AREA: 119 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 47 m² I TWO STOREY I 2 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN  245 m²

ESTONIA#4 IS A STUNNING AND POWERFUL TWO STOREY HOME COMBINING WOOD AND GLASS.
 
Estonia#4 is a powerful two storey house with stunning character and rich details suiting families 
who appreciate modernity and style.
A large L-shaped terrace, nicely decorated with plants and a wooden fence, surrounds the living 
room of the house and leads to the entrance. The front door opens to a vestibule where a wardrobe 
can be placed and which gives access to two distinctive layouts in the home. On the right side of 
the dwelling is the large living room bathed in daylight thanks to floor to ceiling windows, which 
create a seamless transition between the indoors and outdoors.  The lounge space offers nice family 
moments and a fireplace for cosy winter days can complete the selected decoration. A dining table 
will complete the kitchen area which comes with a separate pantry for extra storage. Any interior 
design will suit this large area and transform it into a unique personalised space. On the opposite 
side of the house, are a quiet bedroom of 14 m², a bathroom, including a hot and snug sauna, and 
also storage rooms, all connected by a hallway.
The second storey is accessible by the stairs, located in the middle of the house in the hall. On the 
first floor a large and bright bedroom, a second bathroom, a walk-in-closet and a roomy storage 
area, perfect as an office, a yoga space or a game room, are linked thanks to a landing. On the 
same floor is one of the greatest assets of the house: the master bedroom of more than 30 m². 
The bedroom benefits from a vast wardrobe of 12 m² and gives access to an exquisite surrounding 
balcony, closed with glass surfaces, where hanging hammocks can be installed, or a table and chairs 
for breakfast or reading. This sensational and stylish prefab house would look perfect with an added 
carport, vegetable garden or swimming pool.

Beautiful terrace

Sauna

Master bedroom surrounded with balcony

Stunning and powerful appearance 

https://www.palmatin.com/house/estonia4/

8382



VARIETES LIVING AREA: 155 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 55 m² I TWO STOREY I 1 
BATHROOM I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 254 m²

VARIETES IS A BEAUTIFUL AND SPACIOUS MODERN COUNTRY HOME, FOR WHICH ARCHITECTURE IS 
INSPIRED BY TRADITIONAL VILLAGE HOUSES AND BARNS
 
Varietes is a prefabricated house with two storey, looking perfect in a dense forest, a field or on the 
edge of the village. The house entrance is composed of a vestibule, with a wardrobe, and a corridor. 
The corridor leads, on the right, to a staircase, a beautiful bathroom, equipped with a sauna, and 
a spacious bedroom with a walk-in closet. On the right side, the corridor opens onto a vast and 
luminous living area, arranged with a dining space and a lounge. 
The ground floor is designed around a massive and central fireplace behind which stands a modern 
kitchen with many cupboards. The living room is bathed in light thanks to high and broad glass 
surfaces and a high ceiling. This space merges into a single whole with the adjacent terrace and the 
surroundings.
The terrace, in U shape, borders the living room and is covered by the roof extension, supported 
by beautiful wooden beams. For more privacy, retractable wooden sight break panels encircle the 
terrace, ideal when organising barbecue parties or to enjoy the agreeable rhythms, sounds, and 
scents of nature, in harmony with the house.
The first floor is composed of separate facilities, a bedroom with a hanging rail, and a large room 
where to place two beds for children. The roof windows offer enchanting views of the starry night 
sky. The house benefits from a car shelter and an independent storage room, at the front of the 
dwelling. 
Even though the low-pitched roof and large wooden visible framework extension, above the terrace 
and the car shelter, reflect the traditional architectures of countryside constructions, the house 
adopts as well a modern look thanks to the skylights, large glass surfaces, and wooden quartering 
on the roof. Varietes is a great opportunity to enjoy country life in any season.

Amazing outdoor terrace

Spacious and bright living room

Car shelter with outdoor storage space

Sauna

https://www.palmatin.com/house/varietes/

8584



SYMPHONY LIVING AREA: 120 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 84 m² I TWO STOREY I 3 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I OPEN KITCHEN 280 m²

SYMPHONY IS A BREATH TAKING AND UNIQUE PREFABRICATED HOUSE, WITH A CHARMING 
ASYMETRIC DESIGN, A PURE AND CREATIVE STYLE, AND AN ATYPICAL LAYOUT
 
The facade of the dwelling is dominated by large patio doors, horizontal and vertical lines, and 
decorative wooden battens. The roof seems to be sliding on the top of the construction. Its structure, 
inspired by rural dwellings, and its going down shape, brings modernity and a touch of singularity 
and fantasy.
The entrance hall of the house, equipped with a wardrobe, opens onto a spacious living area. On the 
left, a walk-in closet, leading to separate facilities, can be used as a laundry room, whereas on the 
right, a pantry is adjacent to the open kitchen. The large kitchen, designed in a G-shape, is functional 
and its bar is ideal to install stools and gather around breakfasts
The kitchen is open to the large dining area. Near stands a comfortable lounge, adjoining the stairs, 
and some space where to put a working area or a pool table. The centre of the living area is open to 
two-storey and offers a panoramic view of outside.
The entrance can be made, as well, via a passage, alongside the car shelter where to park two 
vehicles. The rest of the ground floor is composed of a large room, connected to a bathroom and 
a sauna, where to put relaxing armchairs and enjoy the surroundings and the wooden terrace. The 
outdoor spaces are perfect to welcome friends and family to a grill party or just enjoy personal time 
and hobbies outside. 
The first floor is composed of an open landing, serving two spacious bedrooms, a second bathroom, 
and a parental bedroom, including a walk-in closet and a bathroom. On both side of the storey stand 
beautiful balconies, ideal to enjoy the fresh air and singing of birds.

Charming, astonishing and modern design 

Splendid and large living area

Car shelter and beautiful exteriors

Sauna and lounge 

https://www.palmatin.com/house/symphony/

8786



CANTATA LIVING AREA: 139 m² I TERRACE & BALCONY: 86 m² I TWO STOREY I 3 
BATHROOMS I 3 BEDROOMS I SEMI-OPEN KITCHEN  315 m²

CANTATA IS A FUNCTIONAL AND WELL-THOUGHT PREFABRICATED HOUSE WITH GEOMETRIC 
SHAPES, CLEAR CUT, AND ROBUST FACADE SURFACES
 
The floor plans of Cantata have been designed to be functional and practical. The house offers lovely 
exterior spaces and is equipped with numerous storage areas, starting with a car parking and an 
independent storage room in front of the dwelling.
The house is accessible via two main entrances, interconnected by a corridor. One is leading to 
the kitchen and storage rooms, whereas the other has a wardrobe and gives access to an auxiliary 
room, used if desired as a laundry room. The corridor leads to separate facilities and more storage 
and is open onto the vast living room, where stands a central fireplace. On the right side of the living 
room is a cosy lounge, where to relax after a session in the sauna. The sauna and the lounge are 
connected via a practical bathroom. The dining area, situated on the living room left side, opens 
onto a functional and ergonomic kitchen.
The living room is bathed in light thanks to broad windows, offering a large view of the garden and 
the wooden terrace. The terrace can fit garden furniture, a grill, and some sun loungers. 
On the first floor, a landing serves a bathroom, two spacious bedrooms, and a beautiful parental 
bedroom, including an open walk-in closet and a bathroom. The parental room and the adjacent 
bedroom gives access to a charming and spacious balcony, shaped on the flat roof. A second 
balcony, on the other side of the first floor, is accessible via the third bedroom and the landing.  
Horizontal wide-plank lining contributes to the natural appearance of the house and the extended 
first-floor structure is impacting and eye-catching. Cantata is suitable for families that value 
spaciousness and functionality.

Splendid surrounding terrace

Car shelter

Plenty of storage rooms

Sauna, lounge and spacious living area

https://www.palmatin.com/house/cantata/

8988
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Comparative tables ONE-STOREY CONSTRUCTIONS

11

TWO-STOREY CONSTRUCTIONS

*Total construction:  includes the total house area and the terrace/balcony areas  
 
**Total house area: includes the living area, plus the corridors, vestibules and hallways, walk-in closets, closets area, storage areas inside the house and accessible from outside the 
house, garages and car shelter areas, areas with a high under 1.80m 
 
***The living area: includes the living rooms (kitchen, lounges, dining space...), bedrooms and study rooms, bathroom areas and separate facilities, sauna area, laundry room and areas 
with a high above 1.80m

TOTAL 
CONSTRUC-
TION AREA* 

(m²)

TOTAL HOUSE 
AREA** (m²)

LIVING AREA*** 
(m²)

TERRACE/
BALCONY (m²) BATHROOM(S) BEDROOMS KITCHEN SAUNA GARAGE Pages

Estonia#3 189 165 107 24 2 3 OPEN YES x 56 - 57

Prelude 197 149 105 48 2 3 SEMI-OPEN YES YES 58 - 59

Concerto 199 168 130 32 3 3 SEMI-OPEN YES YES 60 - 61

Germany#3 214 198 122 16 2 3 OPEN x x 62 - 63

France#3 215 181 126 34 2 3 OPEN x x 64 - 65

Finland#4 215 191 145 24 2 4 OPEN YES x 66 - 67

Finland#3 219 184 105 35 2 3 OPEN YES x 68 - 69

Rondo 225 179 117 46 2 4 OPEN x YES 70 - 71

France#4 225 194 122 31 2 4 OPEN x x 72 - 73

Germany#4 225 184 130 41 2 3 OPEN x x 74 - 75

Scherzo 229 198 118 31 3 3 OPEN YES YES 76 - 77 

Coda 232 167 87 65 1 3 SEMI-OPEN x YES 78 - 79

Fantasy 234 179 155 55 2 3 OPEN YES x 80 - 81

Estonia#4 245 198 119 47 2 3 OPEN YES x 82 - 83

Varietes 254 175 95 79 1 3 OPEN YES YES 84 - 85

Symphony 280 195 120 84 3 3 OPEN YES YES 86 - 87

Cantata 315 229 139 86 2 3 SEMI-OPEN YES YES 88 - 89

TOTAL 
CONSTRUC-
TION AREA* 

(m²)

TOTAL HOUSE 
AREA** (m²)

LIVING AREA*** 
(m²)

TERRACE/
BALCONY (m²) BATHROOM(S) BEDROOMS KITCHEN SAUNA GARAGE - CAR 

SHELTER Pages

Eco2 101 98 82 3 1 3 OPEN X X 22 - 23

Eco1 102 100 84 2 1 3 OPEN X X 24 - 25

Eco3 105 102 85 3 1 4 OPEN X X 26 - 27

Eco5 105 102 87 3 1 4 OPEN X X 28 - 29

Eco4 108 102 84 6 1 3 OPEN X X 30 - 31

Estonia#2 114 101 82 13 1 2 OPEN YES X 32 - 33

France#2 116 100 77 16 1 2 OPEN X X 34 - 35

Finland#2 119 98 74 21 1 2 OPEN YES X 36 - 37

Finland#1 120 101 74 19 1 2 OPEN YES X 38 - 39

France#1 121 101 78 20 1 2 OPEN X X 40 - 41

Germany#1 128 104 77 24 1 2 OPEN X X 42 - 43

Estonia#1 128 98 76 30 1 2 OPEN YES X 44 - 45

Germany#2 129 104 79 25 1 2 OPEN X X 46 - 47

Sonata 134 113 85 21 1 2 OPEN YES X 48 - 49

Clissando 161 125 75 36 1 2 OPEN YES YES 50 - 51

Kask 170 140 112 30 1 3 OPEN YES X 52 - 53

Ballade 291 216 137 74 1 3 SEMI-OPEN YES YES 54 - 55
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www.palmatin.com
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